
ingredients needed:

directions:

Recipes Walking Smiley Guy
recipe #42

829 
Twist-N-Flate™

Inflator

7704936
36" Foil Shape
Balloon

Air-fill with the Mini Cool Aire® Dual Pro™ Inflator one–350 black entertainer balloon. Leave 1" un-inflated and tie off. Air
fill with the Twist-N-Flate™ Inflator one black entertainer balloon and tie off. Find the center of the balloon and twist. Tie
each end of the balloon to a Heavy Weights™ to make the legs. This will allow the finished balloon man to have the prop-
er weight. Tie the inflated 350 balloon to the 160 center point. 

Helium-inflate the smiley Bubbles™ Balloon with the latex tip on the regulator. Fill until the balloon is wrinkle free. Tie the
other end of the black 350 balloon directly to the stem of the Bubbles™ Balloon. 

Air fill two–5" jewel tone balloons to 4" and tie the necks together to form a duplet. Air-fill another duplet and twist the 2
sets together to form a 4–balloon cluster. Repeat the step above to make a total of 3 clusters. Air-fill two–5" balloons to
3" for the hands. Wrap 2 clusters directly above the balloon weight on each leg. Wrap the remaining cluster around the
stem of the Bubbles™ Balloon.

Air-fill two–160 balloons with the Twist-N-Flate™ to make the arms. Inflate the balloons fully. Gently let out some of the air
to make the balloons soft before tying. This will allow you to manipulate the balloons to form the elbows. Tie the balloons
together. Wrap the balloons around the neck of the man. About half way down the 160 balloon, gently squeeze a small
pinch of air and twist the balloon. This is called a pinch twist. This will form the elbow. Repeat on the other balloon. Tie
the 3" balloon to the end of the arms to make the hands.

Helium-inflate the foil shape balloon. Tie the balloon with monofilament line. Secure the other end of the mono line to
the neck of the man.

BR74HG 
Dual Foil + Latex 
Inflator

equipment:

Q16041
3–ea Black 160
Latex 
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002926
Smiley Face
Bubbles™ Balloon

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

Q0550
14–ea Jewel Asst.
5" Latex

15001
Monofilament

W21
2–ea Heavy Weights™

Q35041
1–ea Black 350
Latex 

 


